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 A fully schlongified game is an example of a *pure* pithy dialog interface, as no other info is conveyed through the dialogs. If
you like that, please buy me a coffee. ;-) The mod will automatically schlongify NPCs according to their sex and power level.
After the mod has been applied, you can activate a dialogue option to restore "normal" NPCs. screenshots can be found here:

Installation - This mod works with any version of Skyrim, be it modded or vanilla. You must use the Unofficial Skyrim Patch to
fully utilize this mod. To apply the mod, you need to download the.esp from the Nexus, drop it into your SkyrimData folder,

and activate the mod using console commands or the Nexus Mod Manager. Load order - This mod does not add or remove any
content, and therefore does not change your load order. You may however wish to install it before a mod that alters NPC

dialogues. The vanilla dialogues are overridden by this mod. Support - If you need support, please contact me at thx92@gmx.ch.
I'm always happy to help, and I'll be more than willing to debug issues as needed. - If you find a bug, please file it on the Nexus
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Mod Manager. Include a description of the bug, your version of Skyrim, your modded version of Skyrim and your mod, and any
steps to reproduce the bug (how you activate the mod, console commands to activate the mod, etc.) - If you are reporting a bug,

the use of an Empyrionis Mod Manager is strongly advised. FAQ - I take no responsibility for anything you do as a result of
following my tutorial, use of this mod, or your malfunctioning machine. Make sure you have a backup! How does this mod
work? Simply install this mod, activate it, and NPCs will schlongify themselves appropriately based on their sex and power

level. Screenshot 1: NPCs schlongifying themselves A fully schlongified game is an example of a *pure* pithy dialog interface,
as no other info is conveyed through the dialogs. If you like that, please buy me a coffee. ;-) Screenshot 2: Schlongifying an

NPC The f3e1b3768c
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